
Kronos VINTAGE SYNTHS - New Sounds for Korg Kronos 
HD-1 Sound Engine - 64 Programs - 32 Combis - 234 MB New Multi 

Samples 

Kronos Vintage Synths - Kid Nepro's first library of sounds for the Kronos HD-1 
sound engine is now available. An amazing assortment of fully KARMA-fied 
programs & combis, perfect for producers and keyboard players looking for some 
great classic synth sounds to add to their Kronos. 

Vintage Synths includes 234 MB of new sample data with a wide assortment of 
classic analog basses, leads, pads, strings & killer synth sounds that have that 
vintage analog sound that many musicians pay big bucks for - now at a fraction 
of the cost. The best thing about sampling vintage analog synths into Kronos is 
that Kid Nepro has added all the amazing effects and real time controls to create 
a mix of super analog synths on steroids. All programs and combis include full 
KARMA functions and drum track as well as control assignments to the Kronos 
Joystick, Vector Stick, SW1 & SW2 and User Knobs 5-8. The result is the best 



analog sound with the best modern controls that will inspire you to create your 
new music. 

Kronos Vintage Synths is perfect for your next studio recording or live gig. Or if 
you just want to jam along, the cool KARMA grooves included on all 64 Programs 
& 32 Combis will have you jamming for hours! 

Kronos Vintage Synths programmed by keyboard player, composer and sound 
programmer Steve Proto. Steve has been programming Korg synthesizers since 
1985. He has produced sounds for nearly every synth workstation that Korg has 
released since then, including the Korg M1, 01W, Trinity, Triton, KARMA and M3 
Series workstations. Steve has created thousands of sounds for over twenty Korg 
synths over the past three decades. More info on Kid Nepro sounds at: 
www.kidnepro.com. 

As with the Korg Kronos factory sounds, Kid Nepro's EXs Expansion Sample 
Series take advantage of Kronos’ built-in SSD hard drive and all samples 
stream direct from the disk. Functionality-restricted demo versions can be 
downloaded for evaluation; purchasing an authorization code removes the 
restrictions. Download the latest Kronos OS at korg.com/Kronos/support 

If you have any questions please contact us: 

support@kidnepro.com






